
 
 

Wayfinding in healthcare
The Cost of Getting Lost

WHITE PAPER



Entering a hospital, many patients already feel ner-
vous and scared, and the anxiety of getting lost or 
missing an appointment can be frustrating. Digital 
wayfinding can help make them feel at ease about 
navigating your hospital.

Read more and find out the cost of being lost in a hos-
pital. We’ll tell you about some great ideas to make 
wayfinding digital and start helping patients find their 
way today.



In a report realeased by Deloitte Digital, 30% of the 
first-time visitors to a hospital report getting lost. 
30%! That’s 3 out of 10!

The reality is that hospitals are getting larger and their 
footprints are becomming more and more complex. The 
confusing nature of  hospitals, their ever-growing campus size,  
and the level of complexity is a fact and a reality that hospitals 
have to adress and deal with every day. 

When going to a hospital, the last thing you need to worry 
about when rushing to your examination is finding your way 
around the outpatient clinics, nursing stations, hall ways, or 
information areas. 

Think of the anxiety that comes with feeling lost. Think of the 
anxiety that comes with potentially being late to an appoint-
ment. Now, add a layer of stress and fear that a person entering 
a hospital might have. People don’t go to a hospital for fun; 
people go to the hospital because they are sick or visiting ill 
family or friends. So being able to easily find your way is crucial.
Great wayfinding reduces stress and offers people an easy, 
comfortable overview, while poor wayfinding provides just the 
opposite.

Many patients are already feeling nervous and scared even 
before going there. Now, add the anxiety of maybe missing an 
appointment, and a patient goes from being anxious to feeling 
frustrated. Frustrated patients report lower customer 
satisfaction levels on surveys tied to your HCAHPS scores. 

Digital wayfinding  makes the patient experience better and 
increases patient satisfaction.

The patient experience is becoming increasingly important and 
it starts long before your patient even sees their doctor. The 
patient experience begins the moment they arrive at the 
hospital property, cross the parking lot, and reach the lobby or 
their final destination.

Hospitals can seem like a never-ending labyrinth of corridors 
and floors. Your patient’s experience is plagued by feelings of 
frustration and confusion from being lost in your facility.

You want to take care of the patient the moment they enter the 
facility. Wayfinding is a helpful tool to create safety and 
comfort around patients and to give them a less stressful 
experience.

Digital wayfinding can ease the troubles of 
finding one's way

Static wayfinding solutions have long been a part 
of the hospital environment, from directories with 
maps to painted lines on the floor designed to direct 
you to the right department. But these solutions can be
made better with technology that can handle the
needed flexibility required by hospital environments.

Indoor wayfinding is going digital and that can mean big things 
for your patient experience. 

Interactive kiosks and mobile integration is becoming the 
new standard of wayfinding tools for your hospital. 

Digital wayfinding is no longer a luxury, it’s a necessity! And you 
should start now.

Digital wayfinding kiosks are interactive maps that can be 
placed throughout your facility to assist patients and visitors. 
These kiosks can help people find their way from wherever they 
are with ease and negates the need to stop a doctor and ask 
them for directions.

Mobile wayfinding solutions are great for patients with smart-
phones. Over 40% of the next generation of hospital patients 
are estimated to have a smartphone.

With mobile integration, patients can get directions right to 
their doctor’s office on their smart device. Think of it like indoor 
GPS - it’s like turn-by-turn directions FROM anywhere TO 
anywhere in the hospital. The boost this could give to a 
patient’s experience level is extraordinary, especially if they 
have already had an experience getting lost in a hospital 
environment as 30% of people have.

Digital WayFinding sends a message to your surroundings

Digital Wayfinding sends a message that you are a modern 
healthcare facility and that you care about your patients and 
visitors. In an environment where patients have a lot of choices, 
little things like feeling safe, guided, and provided with state-
of-the-art solutions can make a difference.

Read on to learn more about how digital wayfinding solutions 
can impact the patient experience in a positive way, change the 
overall feeling of your hospital, and what you should look for in 
a digtial wayfinding platform.

DIGITAL WAYFINDING



Now, before we start:
Let’s look at the numbers!

The cost of getting lost

Lost patients are costly for healthcare systems!
Digital wayfinding can help increase efficiency and boost your 
resources.

A patient rushing to an appointment will ask anyone to help them find their way. To help a lost patient, it takes an 
average of 3 minutes; that’s 3 minutes that could have been prevented by a digital wayfinding solution!

Doctors helping patients navigate hospitals are quite expensive over time. In the same study, it was found that 
25% of hospital staff members are unable to find some location in the hospital; that means it could take mutiple 
employess asking one another for help assisting one lost patient.

Example numbers could look like this:

And that’s only for Doctors! Don’t forget about the nurses and administrative staff!

Source:·

Medical Construction and Design Magazine
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5 things to look for in digital
wayfinding to increase efficiency

 and improve patient satisfaction
Go for a modular and scalable platform with one map 
across all screens! 

Always ensure that your solution is modular, scalable and  
cross-platform! You don’t want to end up with a solution 
where you have to support and manage your digital wayfind-
ing solution from different backends.

You need an indoor wayfinding solution that works seam-
lessly across smartphones, apps, touch screens, kiosks, and 
all browsers, and updates instantly across all screens.
With a cross-platform solution you can easily manage your 
dynamic maps across all screens from one backend, you 
ensure consistency for your patients and therefore a better 
experience, and you can scale as needed. Need more kiosks 
or smartphone integration? Or even the same map 
displayed on your website? Imagine going to a hospital or 
your first day at campus. Now you can learn to find your way 
before even going there. 

Mobile integration is no longer a luxury, 
it’s a necessity. 

Therefore: Go for a solution designed to support all smart-
phones off the shelf!

Digital wayfinding solutions designed for smartphones allow 
maps and directions to be opened on a smartphone via the 
web, an app, or in a text message with the exact same 
features as on a kiosk or touch screen.

So once a visitor leaves a kiosk, they have turn-by-turn 
instructions right in the palm of their hand. And if they have 
to make multiple stops, they can rely on their smartphone to 
guide the way.

The result: happier and safer patients and vistitors, better 
on-time efficiencies, and more hospital productivity!

Digital and mobile wayfinding also alleviates some of the 
ADA issues around making hospitals wheel chair accessible. 
In fact, many patients and visitors feel more comfortable 
using their own device.

Accessibility mode support

For visitors with vision impairments or for patients with 
walking difficulties, the ability to enlarge a map or text or 
having your route change accordingly in an “accessibility 
mode” allow accessibility that goes beyond basic compli-
ance with the American’s With Disabilities Act updates in 
2012.

Go for a solution that supports accessibility mode out of the 
box with mobile integration as well. The best designed 
solutions have all interactions and buttons placed so that 
they are easy to reach from a wheel chair, and so you can 
easily switch mode accordingly.

FROM anywhere TO anywhere... ... Or anything!

From the main entrance to medical destinations, staircases 
and elevators, amenities, gift shops and restrooms, parking 
and transportation, doctors, nursing stations, outpatient 
clinics, classrooms, conference rooms, shops, ATMs, points 
of interest, auditoriums, lecture rooms, activities... and back 
again!

Your digital wayfinding solution must support it all and 
make it easy and intutive for your patients to browse it all in 
a way that is fast and with the fewest possible interactions. 
At the same time your digital wayfinding solution must 
support the ability to change both your end destination AND 
your starting point.

Focus on wayfinding! People need to find their way. 
Now!

People don’t go to a hospital for fun; people go to the hospi-
tal because they are sick or visiting ill family or friends. 
People don’t go to a wayfinding kiosk just to browse for 
shops or restaurants. People need guidance and directions 
fast and instant.

That’s why it’s important to look for maps that support fast 
navigation and instant routes. Go for a solution that’s 
intuitive and invites users to instant interaction. Digital 
wayfinding has to give the right information at the right time 
and place – but utilizing as little information as possible. 



Kiosk systems are a great first step to digital 
wayfinding because they can look a lot like 
directory signage with maps, which people are 
already comfortable with. 

This digital directory has benefits that its 
predecessor did not because a digital directory 
is dynamic.
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Source: Deloitte Digital

30% of first-time visitors to a hospital report 
getting lost. 

Now imagine what digital wayfinding can do to 
that number! 
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Summary
Allowing staff to do what 
they do best - care for the patients.

Improve patient satisfaction and enhance 
productivity

Hospital visitors know that finding their way 
around a hospital can be both stressful and 
intimidating. This explains why more than 30% 
of all visitors ask hospital staff for directions. 

With a digital wayfinding system in place, a 
patient can find directions throughout a hospital 
on their own without taking time from doctors or 
other employess. 

Some hospitals utilize an employee or volun-
teers stationed at the front desk for navigational 
services, but this service could be done digitally 
and that employee or volunteer can be given 
other responsibilities.

Kiosk systems are a great first step

Kiosk systems are a great first step to digital 
wayfinding because they can look a lot like 
directory signage, which people are already 
comfortable with; this digital directory has 
benefits that its predecessor did not because a 
digital directory is dynamic.

For visitors with vision impairments or for 
patients with walking difficulties, the ability to 
enlarge a map or text and having capabilities for 
audio enablement, or having your routing 
change accordingly in an “accessibility mode” 
allows accessibility that is beyond the basic 
compliance of the American’s With Disabilities 
Act updates in 2012. 

In an article published by the 
magazine Medical Construction 

and Design, 40% of surveyed 
hospital staff members said

they had idle time when 
patients were late to 

appointments

The right information at the right time and 
place

Placing wayfinding kiosks in key locations 
throughout your facility has the benefit of being 
able to generate directions no matter where you 
enter the campus. Consider how many stops a 
patient or visitor makes when they visit your 
facility. Getting from the main entrance to the 
first stop might just be the easy part. What if 
more testing is required? What if they need to 
see another specialist? What happens when 
they need to go back to where they’ve parked  
their car? Do they know the way out?

Allowing staff to do what they do best - 
care for patients

Now, not all tardiness can be attributed to 
patients who are lost, but a wayfinding system 
can eliminate some of this downtime that is 
costly to hospitals!

A digital wayfinding solution will improve visitor 
experiences and increase patient satisfaction. 
It allows staff to do what they do best - care for 
patients!
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AskCody® WayFinder™ is the ultimate wayfinding solution for large and 
dynamic indoor environments enabling easy indoor wayfinding on both 
smartphones and large touch screens.

The WayFinder™ is designed to guide people to meeting rooms or 
meeting points, and Wayfinder’s directional information makes it easy 
to get from A to B. Dynamic maps on large touch screens enable 
instant interaction. 

Give us a call or send us a note to learn more.

wayfinding@pivium.com · www.pivium.com · 800-737-1930

Want to learn more?


